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In this paper we describe a new method for calibrating high quality platinum resistance thermometers to ±0.01°C over the temperature range 75–400 K. This method requires resistance measurements at only two temperatures (liquid nitrogen and the ice point) in contrast to other methods which require measurements at four temperatures. The method is based on the invariance of Cragoe’s Z-functions (resistance ratios) with respect to different high quality platinum thermometers. In addition our method uses the new International Practical Temperature Scale of 1968 (IPT-68). We checked our calibration at two intermediate temperatures (liquid oxygen and the fusion point of mercury) and measured deviations of less than ±0.01°C from our calibration.

INTRODUCTION

The platinum resistance thermometer is a versatile and accurate means of determining temperature over wide ranges. Because the electrical resistance of platinum varies reproducibly with temperature, it can be used as a thermometer by measuring its resistance and referring to a calibration chart relating resistance to temperature. A difficulty arises in securing a universal calibration table since each thermometer varies in impurity content and in absolute resistance. High quality thermometers typically have low impurity content, high stability, and are often hermetically sealed in helium filled platinum sheaths.

Many calibration methods have been proposed. Perhaps the best known is the four-point method of Callendar–Van Dusen.1 Resistance measurements at four fixed points can yield the parameters \( R_0 \), \( \alpha \), \( \beta \), and \( \delta \) which, when substituted into the Callendar–Van Dusen equation,

\[
\frac{R(T)}{R_0} = 1 + \alpha T + \beta \frac{T}{100} - \delta \left( \frac{T}{100} - 1 \right) \left( \frac{T}{100} - 2 \right),
\]

and evaluated at some temperature \( T \) (°C), yield the resistance \( R(T) \) of the thermometer at that temperature. However, this equation is accurate down to approximately 90 K; all attempts to extend its range below this have been unsuccessful.2

Cragoe3 observed that different platinum thermometers can be characterized by a universal4 function of temperature, the Z function, which is defined as follows:

\[
Z(T) = \frac{[R(T) - R(T_1)]}{[R(T_2) - R(T_1)]},
\]

where \( R(T) \) is the resistance of the thermometer at temperature \( T \), and \( T_1 \) and \( T_2 \) are fixed calibration temperatures. The subscripts on the Z function emphasize its dependence on the particular calibration temperatures. This observation led to a method for calibrating platinum thermometers. Basically, the method requires that the resistances \( R(T_1) \) and \( R(T_2) \) be measured for the uncalibrated thermometer and that a table of functions \( Z(T) \) based on those two temperatures also be available. Equation (2) is then used to determine \( R(T) \) vs temperature. The accuracy of this method has been shown to be ±0.01°C for high quality platinum thermometers when used over the range 75–400 K.5 A difficulty arises in that a table of appropriate Z-functions is not generally available, since it is not always known in advance precisely what temperatures \( T_1 \) and \( T_2 \) will be convenient for a particular calibration.

The purpose of this paper is to describe a general method for determining Z functions based on the ice point and any convenient temperature in the vicinity of the boiling point of liquid nitrogen. The experimenter has freedom to choose the latter point at his convenience and yet can calibrate his thermometer to ±0.01°C6 for temperatures over the range 75–400 K.7

I. CALIBRATION METHOD

We make use of three thermometers in this method. Let thermometer A be the one to be calibrated, thermometer B

\[ R \]

The invariance of these Z functions for different thermometers is based on Matthiessen’s additivity rule which states that the electrical resistivity of a metal is the sum of a temperature independent impurity resistivity and a temperature dependent resistivity which is not affected by the impurities. This invariance in fact has been verified for a wide range of platinum thermometers [see Ref. 2; also R. J. Corder, NBS Tech. Note 147 (1962)].


4 Even though our fixed points are at liquid nitrogen and the ice point, extrapolations over the extended range (75–400 K) should give accurate results.

5 Even though our fixed points are at liquid nitrogen and the ice point, extrapolations over the extended range (75–400 K) should give accurate results.

6 If low quality thermometers are used, this method should still be accurate to ±0.05°C (see Ref. 5).

7 Even though our fixed points are at liquid nitrogen and the ice point, extrapolations over the extended range (75–400 K) should give accurate results.
be any thermometer for which the parameters $R_0$, $\alpha$, $\beta$, and $\delta$ are known, and thermometer C be a particular thermometer which was calibrated for us at the National Bureau of Standards (NBS) over the range 10–92 K. Our procedure is as follows.

1. The resistance of thermometer A was measured at the temperature of boiling liquid nitrogen as determined by thermometer C. No attempt was made to use pure nitrogen or to reproduce standard pressure. Thermometer C indicated $T_1 = 76.935$ K, after correcting for IPT-68 scale. When the resistances of thermometers A and C were measured at $T_2 = 273.15$ K, the ice point.

2. The resistances of thermometers A and C were measured at $T_2 = 273.15$ K, the ice point.

3. The 10–92 K NBS calibration of thermometer C was corrected to the new IPT-68 international scale.

4. The resistance of thermometer B was computed for all temperatures between 92.0–400.0 K in steps of 0.1°C from the Callendar–Van Dusen equation using a Univac 1108 computer. However, before its resistance was calculated, corrections in temperature were made for the difference between the old IPT-48 scale which was based on the Callendar–Van Dusen equation and the new IPT-68 scale. We then computed $Z$ functions based on $T_1 = 92.00$ K and $T_2 = 273.15$ K from these resistances for this range.

5. These $Z$ functions were used to compute the resistance of thermometer C from 92.00 to 400.00 K since its resistance was known at $T_1 = 92.00$ K and $T_2 = 273.15$ K. Thermometer C was thus completely calibrated from 10 to 400 K using the new IPT-68 scale.

6. Next, a $Z$-function table was computed from thermometer C based on $T_1 = 76.935$ K and $T_2 = 273.15$ K for all temperatures (in steps of 0.1°C) from 75 to 400 K. Between 75 and 92 K the resistance was taken to be the corrected NBS calibrated resistance (included in the computer program) and from 92 to 400 K we used the resistance calculated in step 5.

7. Finally, the resistance of thermometer A was computed for 75–400 K in steps of 0.1°C using the $Z$ functions from step 6 and the knowledge of its resistance at $T_1 = 76.935$ K and $T_2 = 273.15$ K. This completed the calibration of thermometer A.

To make use of our calibration method one needs the following:

1. Knowledge of $R_0$, $\alpha$, $\beta$, and $\delta$ for any high quality platinum resistance thermometer. For this reason we include in Table I the parameters for the one we used.

2. A table of differences between the IPT-48 scale and IPT-68 scale (used in the Callendar–Van Dusen equation). This table is reproduced from Ref. 10.

3. Resistance of our NBS thermometer from 75–92 K as determined by NBS and corrected to IPT-68 scale.

4. Measured resistance of our NBS thermometer at the ice point.

To fill in the gaps one would use a linear interpolation good to ±0.00004 K or ±0.0004°C.
With this information one can follow a similar procedure to calibrate any thermometer using measurements taken at only two easily accessible temperatures.

II. EXPERIMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS

Accuracy of ±0.01°C was obtained from equipment of simple construction. Two uncalibrated thermometers and the NBS thermometer (all three, Leeds and Northrup model 8164) were mounted in a copper block. Thermal contact to the block was guaranteed by the use of a grease of high thermal conductivity. The block was then simply submerged in a Dewar containing the calibrating bath, allowing at least 1 h to attain equilibrium. Air bubbles were continuously blown through the ice-water solution in order to keep it well stirred. Two standard five-digit potentiometers were used (Leeds and Northrup model K-3) to determine each thermometer's resistance; one K-3 measured the potential drop across a thermometer, while the other monitored the current by measuring the emf across a standard resistor placed in series with the thermometer. Forward and reverse current measurements were taken to cancel out any thermal emf's.

To determine the resistance at the two fixed points, the average of four measurements was taken. In both cases repeatability of ±0.01°C was obtained.

To check the calibration, we measured the resistance of both newly calibrated thermometers at liquid oxygen temperatures (90 K) and then predicted the temperature from their tables. These predictions were compared to the temperature determined by the NBS thermometer and in all cases we found them to differ by less than 0.011°C. This process was repeated at the fusion point of mercury with a maximum deviation of 0.012°C.
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INTERNAL Dose Evaluation of Battelle-Northwest operates several whole body counters of the “shadow shield” or scanning design.1 There are also a number of whole body counters throughout the United States and Europe which utilize variations of the scanning geometry.2 This type of counter usually employs a constant speed drive to control the scanning rate, and the scanning period is normally adjusted to coincide with a multichannel analyzer live counting duration of a few minutes.

In routine “low level” whole body counting the constant speed method is adequate and the completion of the analyzer live count is closely coincident with the scan completion. A problem arises when relatively large radionuclide depositions, say microcurie amounts, are encountered in whole body counting, particularly if the deposition is localized. In this situation there may be a significant increase in analyzer deadtime, where deadtime is the time the analyzer is processing pulse data during which it cannot accept additional pulses. As deadtime increases, the count rate per unit activity decreases and since the localized source is moving past the detector, the total number of counts per total activity is reduced. As a result, the radionuclide deposition in a subject may be underestimated by a variable factor depending upon the...